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The Composer

The Music

Donald Nally, director of the twice Grammy®-winning choir The
Crossing, writes that the music of Curt Cacioppo “addresses and
solves issues that have challenged composers for the last 50
years — how to acknowledge the past, put to artistic use those
techniques we acquired in the experimental era, and write in a
personal, expressive manner that looks forward. The contrapuntal writing is individual yet eclectic – chant easily transforms
into jazz-influenced harmonies, lyric writing takes on cinematic layering. Yet, this eclecticism is Curt’s
own — it has the confidence of versatile giants like Bernstein and the originality and rhythmic flexibility of Adams. In dissolving boundaries of style and musical era, the work seems to embody themes
of transition and evolution, wisdom and growth.”
Inspired by sources as diverse as the medieval poetry of Dante, aspects of Native American
culture, or the vernacular music he grew up with, Cacioppo’s distinctive voice attracted national attention in a 1997 lifetime achievement award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, an honor
conferred in the past upon such recipients as Leonard Bernstein, William Schuman, and Gian Carlo
Menotti. With commissions both domestic and international, he has written for the Chicago Symphony
and Milwaukee Symphony orchestras, the American Composers Orchestra, the Carmel Bach Festival
Orchestra, the Emerson, American, Moscow and Borromeo string quartets and the Quartetto di Venezia,
the New York Chamber Brass, and many other ensembles and soloists worldwide. He is represented on
18 compact discs, more than half of which are devoted exclusively his work alone. The most recent of
these, Ritornello, earned a Grammy® Award nomination and inclusion on the Fanfare critics-year-end
“must have” list.
Cacioppo’s principal mentors were Leon Kirchner and George Rochberg. Ivan Tcherepnin was an
important influence, along with jazz artists Bill Dobbins, Chuck Israels and Pat Pace. Gustave Reese
guided his musicology thesis, and his interests in Native American music were encouraged by David
McAllester. He earned degrees from Harvard University, NYU and Kent State. He has been a professor
at Haverford College since 1983, and before that taught at Harvard, serving there also as Director of
Undergraduate Studies in Music. For more information, please visit http://www.curtcacioppo.com/.

Armed and Dangerous (fantasy-variations on l’homme armé)
Composed in 2013, Armed and Dangerous was commissioned by the eminent Italian pianist Emanuele
Arciuli and premiered by him in 2017 in the U.S. Based on the famous French medieval secular tune
whose text advocates procuring a suit of chain mail for oneself in defense of marauding men in armor,
the piece is a fantasy in the form of a connected set of theme and variations. The theme receives a
mixed medieval/jazz harmonic treatment. Variation I is a Valse noble; II is a March; III a Ricercar; IV a
Chorale (dedicated to the memory of the composer’s mother, who gave him his first piano lessons); and
V a Toccata. “The armed man is to be feared” say the ancient lyrics. This work explores the dynamics
of such fear, and sketches the consequences of arms proliferation.
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Women of Ancient Greek Myth (a cycle of seven a cappella motets on poems of Luigi Cerantola)
I – Circe
Forte figlia del sole
ridente al lido ausonio/itala sponda
e rifugio ad Ulissidi che il mare
trasse a venture smemoranti il sangue
atro d’Ilio perduta,
di me non ti curare
errabondo al miraggio/incantamento
nei misteri segreti, perché immonda
amo la tresca, certo, ma in parole
d’ardor/tormento, e appassionate/languide
accoppio rime solamente, astuta
l’arte annientando il buio mutamento.

Forceful daughter of the sun,
who smiles on the Italian shore
refuge to Ulysses and his companions who the sea
led to adventures that made them forget
the bloody horror of fallen Troy,
do not care for me,
a vagabond to illusion, enchantment and
hidden mysteries, because my love is solely
for words of ardor and torment, to pair passionate
and languid rhymes,
and through my art
to impede your dour mutations.

Circe was the daughter of the Sun, and very beautiful: she attracted men, made them fall in love with
her, sexually used them, and turned them into pigs, wolves and lions (cf. Homer, Odyssey, Book X). She
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has cast a spell on Odysseus and his crew. The curls of smoke from her chimneys are represented in
rising triplet figures. Toward the end of the first motet, the sopranos sing the Latin words (not in the
poem itself) galanthus nivalis, referring to the “golden garlic” that ultimately frees the captives from
Circe’s entrapment, and returns them to human form.
The poet defies her, rejecting her spells and telling her that the only love/enchantment to which
he is susceptible is rhyming, which prevents him from being transformed into an unclean animal.
II – Europa
A questo lido antenoreo
-seme estremo dei Veneti/nuovo regno cui splendi, Europa, estinto
il gorgo egeo, l’abisso
intenebrante l’Asia d’aprospettiche
religioni/magie di labirinto,
ceda il toro al leone
per azzurri/destini ultrasereni,
porpora ed oro su per l’ardue vette
a cingere lagune/onda e mistero
che t’avvolga il chiarissimo
viso amorante i popoli all’agone
di sangue e di vittoria,
e di baluginii lungo il sentiero
seguendo te, naiade/ninfa/dea,
inoppugnata idea
nostra sempre e semaforo alla storia.

On this shore where Antenor landed
- the latest generation of Venetiansnew kingdom (after Troy) to which you, Europa, shine,
beyond the Aegean Sea and the abyss
which renders Asia and its religions, magic and future
lost to us,
the bull (Egyptian image of God) gives the lion (Venice)
blue skies,
serene destinies, purple and golden on the high peaks
(Dolomites)
to surround the lagoons and their mysteries with
the beauty that envelops your face,
that makes people fall in love with the battle
of blood and of victory,
that glimmers along the path
following you – naiade, nymph and goddess,
idea won not by us,
but ever the signpost to our history.

III – Galatea
Rammento, Galatea,
il latte dei tuoi baci/
nostre serene paci
da predaci battaglie /cavalcate
sulle strade beate
d’antica innominabile epopea.
E tu memora, o dea,
le gesta/imprese audaci,
i procaci sollazzi/andirivieni
per tutti i giorni pieni
delle corse rapaci
al chiodo fisso/intramontante idea.

I remember, Galatea,
the milk of your kisses/
our serene reposes
from predatory battles/
rides on the blessed paths of
the ancient unnamable epic.
And you remember, o goddess,
the deeds/daring feats,
and the provocative amusements/coming and
going through every day
full of rapacious races
to the fixed nail/unceasing idea.

In addition to this poem, Cerantola wrote a sestina to Galatea, and phrases from that are included in
the motet — the Cyclops is invoked, and his name, Polyphemus, as well as the immense boulder that
he inexorably hurls down causing Acis’ extinction.

In his quest to possess the beautiful Europa, Zeus took the form of a white bull. Initially docile and
submissive, he later bolts with her into the sea. When he has had his way with her, he casts her off,
and transformed, she becomes the European continent.
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IV – Arianna
Se dormi, Arianna, il tacito
sogno bianco del marmo
e alla fuga ti è farmaco
l’alcova in un’altr’isola,

If you sleep, Arianna, in the silent
white dream of marble,
and the bed is a comfort to you after the flight
to this different isle of Naxos,

se amore fu la tenebra,
or che incilestra il giorno
non più farà ritorno
-vela nera- il tuo Tèseo,

if love was darkness,
now that the day becomes blue,
no more will the black
veil of your Theseus return,

ma sul lido non piangere
perché a la tua bellezza
viene il dio de l’ebbrezza
nel cachinno dei satiri,

yet on the strand do not weep,
because Dionysis, the god of inebriation,
comes to your beauty
amidst the lively laughter of satyrs,

che figlia tu ed equivoca
sorella al labirinto
hai già al tripudio avvinto
sopra il mare d’Ausonia.

as you, at once daughter and
sister to the labyrinth,
have already reclaimed joy
upon the sea of Italy.

Of the many poems by Luigi Cerantola that explore the Ariadne theme, this compact set of four quatrains expresses direct consolation toward the daughter of Minos, sympathetically acknowledging her
feelings of abandonment, then suggesting that all be for the better in her new partnership with the
deity Bacchus. The author responds in particular to the famous marble sculpture in the Vatican, once
thought to be Cleopatra, but now understood to be Ariadne herself, reclining in dream. Cerantola further
contemplates the statue as it is represented in Giorgio de Chirico’s ‘Il tributo dell’oracolo’ painted in
Paris in 1913 and now permanently housed in the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The poet, also an art
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historian, has dealt with de Chirico’s recurrent treatments of the Ariadne theme (at least half a dozen
works) both in scholarly prose and creatively in verse.
In my setting I try to capture the static, somnolent quality of the white marble, Ariadne’s anger
and desperation, the laughter (cachinno) of the satyrs, their hoofed clip clop, the ticking of the clock
(in de Chirico’s painting there is a mysterious clock face peering over the statue of Ariadne), and the
placid sea air of Naxos.
V – Danae
Per pioggia d’oro, o Danae,
non visto il dio ti vinse
allora che in nuvola finse
risolversi

O Danae, the deity won you
with rain of gold
when he pretended
to become a cloud

e tu beasti il giovine
senso ne la lussuria
dell’agio, a dispregio/ad ingiuria
di libidine.

and you pleased your
young senses in the
delight of luxury,
scorning carnal enjoyment.

Io nell’autunno pallido
guardo i cieli-alabastro,
lontano decedere l’astro
sanguineo,

In the pale autumn
I look at the white skies,
the distant sanguine
sun about to die,

né più il dorato piovere
della luce d’agosto
invoco dall’alto, irrisposto
pretendere.

and no longer invoke
the golden rain
of August light,
unanswered prayer.
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A motif describing the golden drops of rain governs the majority of this piece. When the text turns to
the first person singular, a contrasting “io” motif set to an accented half-step takes over for a time.
The percussive outbursts invoking the name Danae echo softly in the last two bars.
VI – Dafne
Dafne, perché fuggire
al dio dell’arco argenteo
sulla riva al Peneo?
Perché mutarti in lauro
negando a me il ristauro tesauro
di tua beltà nel lieve ondeggiamento
delle foglie/stormire
dolce ma vano? Ah sì,
tu non sei che perfezione ti neghi allo spasmo
priapeo
perché il candor del bello/intatto metro
non si raggiunge su terrene sponde
ed io t’inseguirò in eterno correndo dietro
a evanescenze/eternità di bionde
forme inconcluse, fin che un dì cadrò.

Dafne, why flee
the god of the silver bow (Apollo)
on the bank of the Peneo river?
Why change into laurel
denying one the treasure
of your beauty in the rustling
of leaves / a crackling
sweet but useless? Ah no,
you deny Priapo’s
spasm as your flaxen beauty /
fixed in measure
no longer touches the earth,
and one will follow you running behind your
evanescent / eternally blond but
indefinite form, until one day he falls dead.

Here I have tried to represent Dafne’s rigid indifference to Apollo’s advances through an austere and
static counterpoint in the outer parts, while the inner parts voice his almost adolescent frustration
and defeat. This antipathy is also expressed by using scales segregated from each other: Dafne’s
material uses a hexatonic scale based on A, while Apollo’s uses another based on E-flat. Between
them there are no common tones. Pitches of either component are never shared – Dafne shuns
Apollo’s tones, and bars him from despoiling any of hers. In performance, the parts that sing Dafne’s
material stand offstage in the wings, and in recording, turn their backs to the microphones, further
enforcing the sense of separation.
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VII – Atropo
Gliommero, tu, garbuglio della vita
- vita buia tempesta in giovinezza
e speranza preclusa
dal marmo del sepolcro/ tomba e culla china ad Atropo il capo,
alla moira camusa
che ne pietoserà, per mite brezza
da parca tramutandosi in fanciulla
alle nubi rapita
con noi con noi dal vento
/azzurrità dell’estasi, e dimentico
ti sentirai del rapido
ruotar dei mondi, nel trasalimento
sfocante ad incoscienza
del tutto/ informe nulla
che di te discolora in fine senza.

Gomitolo*, you, confusion of life
- life, dark tempest in youth
and hope interrupted
by the marble sepulcher / tomb and cradle bow your head to Atropos,
to the curved moire**
who will have mercy on us, by gentle breeze
from the parca*** becoming a maiden
abducted by clouds
with us with us by the
wind / azure of ecstasy, and
you will feel forgetful of the quick
rotation of worlds, entering that phase
which blurs all into
unconsciousness / shapeless nothing
that in the end loses color without you.

The poet addresses enigmatic life, without which all things lose color and surrender to the goddess
Atropos, who cuts its length with her fateful shears. The process of supplication and acceptance
is blurred in a mixture of storm and ecstasy. Being diffuses into breeze, cloud, wind, and loss of
consciousness. Among other techniques, I have used choral whispers, silence, and at the very end,
the snipping sound of carpet scissors in an attempt to convey the poet’s haunted atmosphere.
Thanks to Tian Hui Ng for the original commission for Arianna, and to Donald Nally for his introduction
to Bruno Bettinelli’s Tre Motetti. — Curt Cacioppo
* “incomprehensibility of life” (an expression used by C.E. Gadda)
** The 3 Fates, Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos, who respectively spin, measure and cut the thread of life.
*** synonym for the moire
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Tuscan Folio
Thus far in his career, American composer Curt Cacioppo has given us 7 symphonies:
I – Eclogue
II – To a Child Dancing in the Wind
III – Tuscan Folio
IV – Scenes from Indian Country
V – Lenape Refrains
VI – When the Orchard Dances Ceased
VII – Of Shacklers and Heroes
The third (Tuscan Folio, heard here) consists of 3 movements as follows: 1 – America: a prayer; 2 –
Capriccio leggendario/Suoni del Palio; and 3 – Sarbaggiu. After a month in Tuscany, this American born
composer began to view his country in a newly objective light. Aspects of its history came to trouble him
more and more — slavery, genocide perpetrated against indigenous inhabitants, the use of the atomic
bomb — while at the same time its ideals of liberty and justice for all continued to ring in his ears.
One can hear an argument between these two sides unfold in the first movement. The second movement is a two-paneled statement. The “capriccio” perhaps nods to Puccini, while the “sounds of the
Palio” section incorporates cathedral bells, chant, drum patterns and songs of the famous horse race of
Siena. This serves as a bridge to the third movement. “Sarbaggiu” is Sicilian dialect for “selvatico” or
“savage.” After the race in Siena, the composer took a trip to visit his relatives in Sicily. There he was
moved to contemplate the severe hardships of his grandparents’ generation, which had forced so many
to emigrate to America. He also came to appreciate the resilience of Trinacria and its people, and the
island’s contribution not only to Italian culture and history – Dante and Petrarch, illustrious Tuscans,
learned much from their Sicilian contemporaries – but to much broader notions of internationalism,
ethnic and religious tolerance, and educational values cultivated there. Cacioppo’s work so closely
connects to the classics. In this instance, it could be that the tonal scheme of the symphony magnifies
the three-note motif of Beethoven’s Op. 111, as the first movement is set in C (minor/major), the
second in E-flat major, and the third in B-minor. — Eric Massey (Acacia Bay, NZ)
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The Poet
Gentle scion of proud Venetian lineage, Luigi Cerantola comes from the land of Giorgione and the
Camenae. He is a poet, prose writer, librettist and dramaturge, photographer and calligrapher, art
historian and collector, and for ten years was Professor of Italian Language and Literature at the
Imperial University of Tokyo. An avid collaborator with artists outside the literary sphere, he has worked
with painter Alessio Mancino, photographers Renato D’Agostin and Valeria Gaia, and composers
including Marino Baratello, Filippo Perocco and Curt Cacioppo. Composer and director of Venice’s Ex
Novo ensemble, Claudio Ambrosini, holds Cerantola to be the greatest living Italian poet. Further an
author of several treatises, Cerantola’s most recent is the instructional volume Recitar Cantando
dedicated to Italian diction for singers, and available in Italian, English and Japanese.
His texts are heard in vocal recordings, for instance on the RAI Trade (Roma) label, and in
performance venues such as the renowned Teatro La Fenice in Venice. An earlier Cerantola/Cacioppo
project, Vespero Vermiglio (aka Cantata of the Angels) was premiered in the US by The Crossing choir.
Poems used in Women of Ancient Greek Myth were authored expressly for Cacioppo’s motet cycle.
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The Performers
Emanuele Arciuli has established himself as one of the most original performers
on today’s classical music scene. His repertoire ranges from Bach to contemporary
music, with a strong affinity for composers from the United States. Round Midnight
Variations, a group work written for Arciuli by composers such as Crumb, Babbitt,
Kernis, Rzewski, Torke, Daugherty, Bolcolm, Hoffman, and Harbison, has sparked
the interest of international critics. His numerous recordings include Gates
to Everywhere, with music by Carla Bley, Fred Hersch, and Chick Corea, the
complete piano works of Berg and Webern, and the world premiere of Bruno
Maderna’s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra. His CD dedicated to George Crumb (Bridge) was
nominated for a Grammy®Award.
Arciuli regularly performs at major venues and festivals, such as the Berliner Festwochen at
Philharmonie, Wien Modern at Musikverein, La Scala Milano, Biennale di Venezia, Concertgebouw
Amsterdam, Miami Piano Festival, Miller Theater New York, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival, Brescia and Bergamo International Piano Festival. His comprehensive
book Musica per pianoforte negli Stati Uniti, was recently published in Italy. In 2011, Arciuli was
awarded the most important Italian critic’s prize, the Premio Franco Abbiati. He is a professor at
the Conservatory in Bari and a frequent guest instructor at U.S. universities.

the University of Rhode Island, and has served as Director of Music at churches in Massachusetts and
North Carolina. He also performs frequently as a collaborative pianist and organist. His choral editions
and arrangements are published by Morningstar and Colla Voce.
Viva Voce Chamber Singers was organized in 2019 to participate in a concert featuring the work
of composer Curt Cacioppo. The 20-member group consists of professional choral singers from the
Philadelphia region and beyond. Many of these individuals are active as educators, conductors, and
solo performers. The recording and performance of Women of Ancient Greek Myth marks the debut of
this ensemble, which will periodically present significant contemporary choral works for the benefit
of the greater Philadelphia audience.
Soprano: Katy Avery, Jessica Beebe, Aani Bourassa, Kathryn Radakovich, Diana Whitener
Alto: Reina Dickey, Sierra Fox, Eva Kastner-Puschl, Heather Kayan, Jenifer Smith
Tenor: Malcolm Cooper, Jon Cronin, Aryn Freeman, Mike Jones, James Reese
Bass: Les Anders, Lucas DeJesus, Mark Hightower, Daniel Schwartz, Daniel Spratlan
Ting Ting Wong, rehearsal pianist; Angela Vanstory Ward, diction coach;
Allie Faulkner, personnel manager

Nathan Zullinger is Assistant Professor of Music at Haverford College, where he
conducts the Chorale and Chamber Singers, guides the vocal studies program,
and teaches studio and classroom courses in the Department of Music. Through
the Bi-College Partnership, he also teaches students from Bryn Mawr College.
Dr. Zullinger graduated from Chambersburg (PA) Area Senior High School and
Messiah College before receiving his Masters and Doctoral degrees in conducting
from Boston University. Dr. Zullinger has taught or conducted at the University
of North Carolina School of the Arts, Boston University, Brown University, and
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James Ross is Music Director of the Alexandria Symphony Orchestra and
Orchestra Director of the National Youth Orchestra USA at Carnegie Hall,
and continues as a conductor of the Orquestra Simfònica del Vallès in
Barcelona, Spain. After a distinguished 16-year tenure as Professor and
Director of Orchestral Activities at the University of Maryland at College
Park, he remains on the conducting faculty of the Juilliard School.
Maestro Ross has led such diverse orchestras as the Leipzig Gewandhaus,
the Utah Symphony, Les Arts Florissants, the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic, Chicago Civic Orchestra, the Harrisburg Symphony Orchestra, the Orquesta Sinfónica de Galicia,
the Binghamton Philharmonic, the KwaZulu-Natal Philharmonic, and the National Symphony Orchestra
at the Kennedy Center. He has served as Music Director of the Yale Symphony Orchestra and Assistant
Conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. His principal conducting teachers were Kurt Masur, OttoWerner Mueller, Seiji Ozawa, and Leonard Bernstein. Maestro Ross is a native of Boston, a committed
questioner of concert rituals, and a firm believer in the ongoing humanizing impact of classical music
on the lives of those it touches.
The Yale Symphony Orchestra was founded in 1965 and rapidly evolved into one of the premier
undergraduate ensembles in the United States. YSO is the largest orchestra within Yale College,
offering qualified liberal arts students the chance to perform at a conservatory level. Cacioppo’s
Tuscan Folio came about as a commission from the group in its 25th anniversary season.
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